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A Forum Member wrote:
“Trump and its "space force". The only thing I can think of is that it knows Satan and some Gods and Goddesses are returning, so it thinks it can blast their spaceships out of space. Well, that and the option of using the "space force" to point weapons at Earth and obliterate folk…”

This is more than likely, the opposite. They do not seek to do bad with this, but actually try to defend in the potential circumstance where we are invaded by greys and other hostile aliens. While these may look like fables to the average person, the situation is that the powers that be are very aware, all the way on the top echelons, about the existence of said aliens. They know that they hate humanity and they even hate their own slaves.

For those who are not aware, in 1942, during the height of the war, UFO activity all over the leading nations back then was very pronounced. A lot of UFO activity was constant and recorded, some saying that UFOs even intervened for both sides of the war between Nazis and the Allies, especially towards the end when Hitler almost had won over, in a case where we would be permanently absolved from Communism.

For those who want to see a short video, here is the video about the Los Angeles Invasion – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnODDUX_eWA

One of the most infamous events that cannot be debunked by any reasonable person, is the event known as the "Battle Of Los Angeles". This was in 1942, where a UFO appeared in Los Angeles and stood in the middle of the sky for hours. The biggest artillery weapons of the time didn't even scratch its surface, nor take it down, after many hours of using anti-aircraft weaponry on it.

Later on, and after they tried to hide the event, they just lied that it was an air balloon. I do not know many air balloons that can withstand hours of using anti-aircraft strikes against them as if nothing happens and I am sure nobody knows any of such either. Clearly, the government was at a loss to deal with this back then. Even the lie was just cheap.
It was hovering there, and this is safe to assume it was the greys. The greys tend to do such shows of superiority, and it's known in UFOlogy that they are not "Gods", but they are very developed in a sense, and like to come around in strolls to scare or abuse humans, as a general context of carrying out research and getting to know more about our "primitive" civilization.

The accident in Nevada with greys and related is the reason Area 51 exist to this very day. Greys are also known to attempt meetings and do moves that do not give them out as a very thoughtful or clever race, but they are definitely far more technologically advanced than humans, something they use frequently for terrorizing nations, leaders of the most important nations, and other individuals. While this is rare, it has happened before.

The greys are clearly terrorizing mankind and they have a clear-cut agenda that they are promoting and they have related to the inhabitants of this world both through dumb idiots that follow them over stupid reasoning such as "love" and related - it's to bastardize mankind, unite all nations, microchip everyone involved, and later on convert them into a borg.

I have written extensively on the subject. What methodology they follow for this here, they have apparently followed on other planets. Creating hybrids for infiltration, promoting borg-like technology, shunning spiritual knowledge and understanding, and imposing brutal slavery-focused religions that emphasize on the weaknesses of their prey are methods they follow in subjugating host planets and converting them to colonies of slaves. If these plans are not followed through, they also are known to terrorize people, or mass attack planets.

Clearly in regards to the earth they could have done this a long time ago, but we are protected. However, despite of protection and what appears to be their dwindling numbers, they still check out on us and size us up to see how we would 'react' to them as a civilization.

Another thing to bear in mind is that the US in particular, and possibly others, have been given technology which to us that we compare this with F16 and giant boats may look totally alien. So, a staged alien invasion that is fake is a possibility now, and every UFO that appears could be of human origin or a reconstruction, rather than aliens. But back in 1942 this was not the case.

The Space Force is a good move for humanity in general, we do need a space force. Our Gods seek not to harm us, but other shit out there is definitely planning this for a very long time. They are also vastly technologically advanced, and they wouldn't take strolls around to check on us like the greys or others appear to be doing.
In 1942 at the height of WW2, aliens were sizing up the US by invasions as it was to be their next target after Germany, it appears. After WW2, the attention of all sorts went to the USA, which was now to 'lead' the modern world after the fall of Germany.

America back then was an ordinary advancing White Nation which was taken over by jews and forced to wage war against a brotherly White country. This was more than likely the Greys and related ilk at work, and they worked through jews, to corrupt America on the deepest essence, a situation which also manifested in how America entered a war they had nothing to do with against Germany. That is historically well documented.

After the end of WW2, in what is known as Operation Paperclip, some of the top minds of the Germans and people who clearly had UFO knowledge and related entered the USA. With them also entered a sphere of influence of our Gods, and since we had an ongoing battle for the destiny of the world's ruling power.

Both our aliens and the enemy aliens seem to be juking over in the USA currently, ours giving them developed technology, and the greys promoting the multicultural agenda and trying to cause internal collapse of the USA through jews, giving their own type of technological prospects.

Actually, any world destructive policy or stupidity of action from the US has been motivated by jews, or directly done by them from public offices, politically. As such the USA is a mixture of forces as of current, and the enemy knows this. Jews talk in elaborate manners about how the USA is the "Great Satan" and has to be destroyed.

The origins and planning of this nation were not to be infested in endless invasion and drown under endless invasion in slow racial extinction. But the jews saw to the effect of hijacking this and doing what they do in any nation they hijack. Despite their attempts the US progressively grew to become the most powerful country in the world, at least until now and after WW2, and later on the death of Communism.

The reason for the Cold War is that America had a lot of influence from our Gods to wage war against the Stalinist abomination. Universalized communism is where a civilization and any individuality just end and gives in to a permanent state of slavery, no different than the Middle Ages. Present-day technology can make this way worse, and irreversible.

However, through all of this America was forced to deteriorate under the weight
of the agenda of the greys and related communist ilk, through infiltration and internal mental warfare. Communism is not a system that a random Rabbi Jew invented, it's a thought that was channeled into the defiled creature by external forces, that has a whole meta-package going on with it.

Communism comes strongly under the form of what we call "Christianity" or "Islam", where people are reduced to petty ants only fit for slavery, under "God". Replacing this theme with Government and Communism we understand that the programs parallel one another.

Communism is not a political or financial system only, it's a universal pestilence and an alien way of life management, fit for slave colonies, with crushed individuality and a system that is only applicable in beings without any free will or under enslavement, in any case, technology-based as well.

After the USSR and as a result, Communism fell, all the jews emigrated to America, later on infesting it with Communism. This was done by the KGB Defector Yuri Bezmenov, a slow wasting and patient ruin of the fabric of American society, to bring it into Communism without the people even understanding it. Progressively, through the media, and through infiltration, a country is taken down akin as if it were in war. But this happens slower.

This is why in America today one sees all sorts of Marxism and Communism parading through a context of "Socialism" and other deranged ideals that are at complete war with the traditional and more freedom-oriented American mindsets such as those in the American founding. America became the country that stood in the way of Communism, due to a German injection after the end of the war, and the jews are now retaliating for this.

Jews just by injecting themselves into a nation and getting the leading posts to turn a country progressively into their alien system, it's hardcoded inside them, and Rabbis know this better than anyone. As such they say it's important to hijack and infiltrate Gentile nations to bring them under the borg paradigm. Likewise, they carried over the alien agenda and intensified the jewish control on the nation, in turn empowering the aliens related to this.

The Space Force in my opinion is about greys and reptiles, if said fuckers understand this world isn't going exactly in the direction of micro-chipped utterly bastardized serfs, they may attempt a brutal retaliation on mankind. This may also happen if they cannot trigger a WW3 during which humanity will just exterminate itself by itself.
Despite of the obvious that more than likely the Space Force will not be able to avert this (Both aliens interested in this world are more advanced) it's good that we have said ability to at least defend ourselves.

As about Trump, I highly dislike it when he dances for Israel, but that is the presidency in 2019, one has no choice. You have to do a mockery dance to the jews for this and humiliate your country and yourself, as there is no alternative.

I think he is the best president the US has had in around the last 30 years. He's at least trying to do something. He also leaked his meeting with actual people who are into the UFO defensive and knowledge base, giving credit to these theories. He could have done this in secret and keep people in the dark, but he decided to disclose that one at least, in letting people know that these talks actually DO take place.

The question on if this turn out only good in the end is only falling on another question in general - which side is going to prevail and what ideological current that represents it, and the forces behind it.
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